
・Wings will be ribbed and 
strung with carbon fiber rods
・Wings will aim to have solar 
panels near the surface
・Fuselage will be paneled in 
some segments, and 
monokoted in others
・Tail will be ribbed and 
strung like the wings
・Servos will be fitted near 
aileron, elevators, and rudder 
and wired to the fuselage

Solar Airplane 2018-2019 Faculty Adviser: Professor Yun Wang 

Fall 
Research, design, 
and simulation of 
electrical and aero 
components  

Timeline

Winter 
Stress analysis, 
component 
testing, 
manufacturing

Spring 
Flight testing, 
performance 
analysis and design 
modifications

Team Formation

Avionics System Block Diagram

Goals and Objectives
・Provide students an understanding of    
    integrated systems and aeroplane design   
    and manufacture
・Aim to increase the flight time of our UAV  
    by integrating solar panels and minimizing  
    mechanical/electrical losses

・Innovation: Solar power  
    augmentation allows for longer flight 
    time 
・Solar panels are integrated onto the
    plane itself and collect solar energy
    from the sun 
・Solar energy then supplements the  
    main battery that powers the
    airplane 
・The motor and servos that control  
    the ailerons, elevators, and rudder, 
    are powered by the main battery Next Steps

・Integrate the wings and tails onto the               
    fuselage
・Integrate electronics inside the      
    fuselage
・Build a second set of wings to test      
    solar panel efficiency
・After successful flight, the final step is 
    to optimize the airplane to reduce     
    mechanical and electrical loses

Winter Quarter Budget

Requirements 
・Maximum UAV weight of 12 pounds
・Maximum UAV dimensions are 24 square           
    feet
・Technical payload of 2 pounds
・Minimum flight time of 10 minutes
・Solar panels must extend flight time by a     
    minimum of 15%
・Must fly at an altitude between 456 to 700     
    feet above sea level
・Must have 2 control systems that respond
    to environmental or operating conditions
・One component must be made of carbon
    fiber

Background
 ・The purpose of this project is to solve a    
    design challenge given by the advisor 
    involving  integration of solar panels
・This includes the design, manufacture, and 
   optimization of a fully functional unmanned    
   aviation vehicle (UAV) 

Preliminary Solidworks Model

For further inquiry, contact: 
          Blake Echt                   becht@uci.edu 
          Guadalupe Davalos     gdavalos@uci.edu     
          Thaophuong Phan       thaophup@uci.edu






